
   

   

NDASSIE SOLAR 

ENERGY SHARING STATION 

Powered by solar panels, Ndassie Energy Sharing Station 
(Ndassie-ESS™) is convenient for charging lamps, mobile
-phones and other small electronics devices in regions 
where electricity is not available.  
 

Allowing NGOs, CBOs and Social Entrepreneurs to create 
local job of Station Operators, Solar Technicians and     
Marketers in remote communities.  ROI, less than 1 year. 
 

The machine is ready to use, easy to move anywhere 
and simple to install and to maintain 

FEATURES 
 

 Charged 40 devices at the same time. 
 

 Ndassie-ESS™ is green and healthy: no 
fumes, no noise, no gas emissions 

 

 Has a big LCD screen for broadcasting   
educative programs, announcements and 
entertainments. 

NDASSIE SOLAR is an engineering and social enterprise based in The Hague (Kingdom of The            
Netherlands) with an international focus. NDASSIE SOLAR develops and makes advanced technologies 
affordable and available for world’s remote communities, disaster affected areas and refugees camps. 
 

At NDASSIE SOLAR, we believe in “Moving People out of Darkness & Poverty” though green                
technologies and entrepreneurship while satisfying their Basic Human Needs such as light, water,        
education, food, health. We do that by developing easy to use, affordable, elegant, eco-friendly products 
and by partnering with change-makers, social achievers and development agents. 
 

Our Ndassie-ESS™ is convenient for providing light in war refugees’ camps, disaster affected regions or 
rural   areas of Developing Nations. Also for festivals and outdoor events. 
 
For more information : visit www.ndassie.com. Email info@ndassie.nl.  Call (+31) 70 20100 73 

http://www.ndassie.com
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FEATURES 
 

 Charges many  phones types , radios & fans; 
 More than 33 hours  working time; 
 Li-ion battery, 12V/6Ah 72Wh 

 Can connect up to 3 lights; each light has  5 m  
cable with switch; 

 Weight 4.3kg, Dimensions 42.6x386x120 (mm) 

NDASSIE SOLAR is an engineering and social enterprise based in The Hague (Kingdom of The            
Netherlands) with an international focus. NDASSIE SOLAR develops and makes advanced technologies 
affordable and available for world’s remote communities, disaster affected areas and refugees camps. 
 

At NDASSIE SOLAR, we believe in “Moving People out of Darkness & Poverty” though green                
technologies and entrepreneurship while satisfying their Basic Human Needs such as light, water,        
education, food, health. We do that by developing easy to use, affordable, elegant, eco-friendly products 
and by partnering with change-makers, social achievers and development agents. 
 

Our Ndassie-ESS™ is convenient for providing light in war refugees’ camps, disaster affected regions or 
rural   areas of Developing Nations. Also for festivals and outdoor events. 
 
For more information : visit www.ndassie.com. Email info@ndassie.nl.  Call (+31) 70 20100 73 

NDASSIE SOLAR 

MINI STATION (NDASSIE-MS73™) 

NDASSIE SOLAR MINI STATION is convenient for 
households to charge mobile phones and for lighting 
many rooms (up to 3 rooms) at the same time.  
 

Packaging 
A complete set includes: a solar panel, rechargeable   
energy storage box with lamps and mobile phones multi 
cables, tube-led lamps (or Led-bulbs) and cable with 
switch. It can allow up to 3 LED tube lamps and it is not 
solar exclusively - can be charge with AC power. 
 

Each kit is a ready to use, easy to install and includes 
installation    manual and a year warranty card.  

http://www.ndassie.com

